
Mathematis 357 { CombinatorisProjet TopisMarh 14, 2005General InformationAs announed in the syllabus given out at the beginning of the semester, one of theassignments for the Combinatoris ourse will be a group projet leading to a paper ofabout 10 pages. Several suggested topis are given below. All of them take materialwe have learned in this ourse and extend it in new diretions. I will also be happyentertain any ideas you might have designing a projet topi of your own. If there is someombinatorial subjet you are interested in, or that makes ontat with another ourse youhave taken, please do not hesitate to disuss it with me and get my approval before youstart to work.You will work in groups of three or four on these projets. If you need help putting agroup together, be sure to talk to me well before Marh 30.In working on this paper, you should follow the same proedures you would followin preparing a researh paper for any other ourse, and of ourse the College Poliy onAademi Honesty applies here, as it does to all of your work. Your grade will depend onthe thoroughness of your researh, the degree of independent thought about the subjetrevealed through your work, the organization of the paper, and the quality of your writing.Do not assume that beause this is a mathematis paper writing does not matter! A word tothe wise: I tend to be rather severe when I read papers with large numbers of misspellings,or many grammatial and other tehnial errors. The same thing happens with papersonsisting largely of masses of undigested quotations from your soures, partiularly whenthose quotations involve tehnial disussions of mathematis you do not understand fully.To avoid having this happen to you, take me up on the following o�er: I will be happy toread a preliminary draft of your paper and give you omments.Your papers should be word-proessed or typed, one side only, double-spaed. Equa-tions an be entered by hand if neessary. You an also use the MSWord Equation Editor ifyou have it. Your paper should inlude a bibliography listing all the soures you onsulted.Diret quotations should be identi�ed with foot- or end-notes. If you don't understand allthe tehnial details of an argument, ask me about it, and we an work through it.SheduleHere are some important dates for the projets:1. Wednesday, Marh 30 (or before): Please inform me whih topi you have hosento work on and who you will be working with. You an do this by sending me a shortemail message, or by talking to me in person.2. Week of April 18: During this week, I would like to meet with eah group (duringoÆe hours, or whenever is onvenient for you) to disuss your progress on the projet.Of ourse, you're always welome at other times too if you need help.1



3. Wednesday, May 4: Final projets due. This is an absolutely �rm deadline{noextensions will be possible, so please don't ask.Suggested TopisThe �rst group oftopis rely mostly on the de�nitions of graphs, direted graphs, and soon. They have few other prerequisites.I. The K�onig-Egerv�ary theorem.In lass, we have disussed (or will soon disuss) the graph version of Hall's Theorem,whih gives onditions under whih a mathing from V1 to V2 exists in a bipartite graphG = (V1; E; V2). For this projet, you would onsider a result whih an be seen as ageneralization of that theorem. The K�onig-Egerv�ary theorem in e�et identi�es the size ofthe biggest possible \partial" mathing in suh a graph, even if a full mathing does notexist. There is also an algorithm (alled the \Hungarian algorithm") for solving the optimalassignment problem based on this result. For this topi, you would present a disussionof the K-E theorem and its proof, inlude solutions for Exerises 1,2,3 from Chapter 9 ofBryant's text Aspets of Combinatoris (on reserve for the lass in the Siene Library),and disuss the appliation to the optimal assignment problem. Good soures to get startedon this topi inlude the �rst part of Chapter 9 of Bryant and Chapter 5 of Graph Theorywith Appliations by Bondy and Murty .II. Direted Graphs and The Max Flow-Min Cut Theorem.Direted graphs are frequently used to model ows through networks (for exampletraÆ ows over road or rail systems, uid ows through pipeline systems, and so forth).In this area, there is a well known theorem, �rst developed by Ford and Fulkerson, alledthe Max Flow-Min Cut Theorem. This theorem relates the maximum possible ow througha network to the apaities of its individual omponents. For this topi, you would presentthe preise statement of the theorem, give a proof, and then illustrate the result with oneor more worked-out examples, the more realisti the better! Good soures to get started onthis topi inlude Chapter 12 in our text, the seond part of Chapter 9 of Bryant Aspets ofCombinatoris (on Reserve in the Siene Library for our lass), and Chapter 11 of GraphTheory with Appliations by Bondy and Murty (on Reserve in the Siene Library for ourlass).III. Edge-Coloring of Graphs.Ever wonder how the Registrar's OÆe manages to shedule all the di�erent lassesat Holy Cross so that no two lasses share the same room assignment at the same time?Many problems like this one an be phrased in terms of edge-olorings of graphs { thatis assignment of some olor to eah edge in a graph so that no two edges meeting at anyvertex have the same olor. For this topi, you would researh a basi result alled Vizing'sTheorem, whih states that any graph whose maximum vertex degree is d an edge-olored2



with either d or d+1 olors. Surprisingly, no more than d+1 olors are ever needed! Alsoinlude solutions to Exerises 3,4,5,6 of Chapter 7 in Bryant Aspets of Combinatoris (onReserve in the Siene Library for our lass). Then you would look at the appliationof edge-oloring of graphs to the time-tabling problem, a generalization of the lassroomsheduling problem mentioned above. Good soures to get started on this topi inludethe �rst part of Chapter 7 of Bryant and Chapter 6 of Graph Theory with Appliations byBondy and Murty (on Reserve in the Siene Library for our lass).IV. Planar Graphs.As you have no doubt notied, there are some graphs whih an be drawn in theplane so that edges meet only at verties, and others, suh as the omplete bipartite graphK3;3, where there is no \room" to draw the edges without having them interset at otherpoints. Graphs of the �rst type are alled planar graphs; the others are alled non-planar.One interesting question is whether it is possible to haraterize whih graphs are planarand whih are not. There is a famous theorem due to Kuratowski whih gives a ompleteanswer to this question, and whih would be your fous for this projet. The bakgroundneeded for the proof is overed in Chapter 13 of our text, but Brualdi does not give aomplete proof of the Kuratowski theorem. For that, you should onsult Chapter 9 onGraph Theory with Appliations by Bondy and Murty (on Reserve in the Siene Libraryfor our lass). Bondy and Murty also give an algorithm to hek a graph for planarity.A nie added touh if you tried this topi would be to implement the planarity algorithmin the programming language of your hoie, and illustrate the theorem by testing severalexample graphs.The seond group of topis below have more prerequisites in linear and abstrat alge-bra. Give these a look. They indiate some interesting appliations of algebrai ideas toombinatorial questions!V. Error-Control Codes.For this projet, you would start in by learning some of the basis of the theory oflinear odes over �nite �elds { one of the most interesting appliations of abstrat al-gebra and ombinatoris to a real world problem (in my opinion at least!). Learn thebasis of the Hamming distane and how it measures error-orreting apaity of a ode.Then go on to linear odes, generator and parity-hek matries. Finally look at thede�nition of a perfet ode and see how this redues to a great ombinatorial problem.Find the key examples of perfet odes that are known (Hamming and Golay odes) anddesribe them. To get started on this topi, you might begin by onsulting the odingtheory textbook Fundamentals of Error-Correting Codes by Hu�man and Pless (on re-serve in the Siene Library for our lass), or any one of the other oding theory textsin our library. There is also a deent set of leture notes for a miniourse on odingtheory that I owrote with a friend at Loyola Marymount in Los Angeles available athttp://maths.holyross.edu/~little/SACNAS2004.pdf that you may �nd useful.3



VI. Latin Squares, Algebra, and Finite Projetive Planes.A Latin square is an n � n array in whih the entries f1; 2; 3; : : : ; ng appear exatlyone eah in eah row and eah olumn. For example,0B� 1 2 3 42 4 1 33 1 4 24 3 2 11CAis a 4� 4 Latin square. (Note: this is also the group table for multipliation modulo 5(!)if we leave out the lass of 0.) Latin squares our in many appliations of ombinatorissuh as the design of statistial experiments.There is an interesting onnetion between Latin squares and algebra, starting withthe observation that any �nite group table gives an example! For a deeper onnetion,pairs of orthogonal Latin squares have many onnetions with �nite aÆne and projetivegeometries and �nite �elds. For this topi, you should hoose some partiular aspet ofthis story and present it, along with examples, et. There's muh more than an be donein 10 pages and a lot of urrent researh here, so you'll need to be seletive. If you want totry this topis, see me after you've had a hane to look over some of this so we an talkabout the hoies. Chapter 10 of Brualdi, Chapter 5 of Bryant Aspets of Combinatoris,and Chapter 13 of Combinatorial Theory by Hall (on Reserve in the Siene Library forour lass) are good referenes for this.VII. The van der Waerden Conjeture.The permanent of a square matrix M is the salar obtained by expanding along anyrow or olumn as in the omputation of the determinant, but using all plus signs ratherthan alternating + and �. The permanent of a 0,1-matrix M gives a way to ount thenumber of di�erent \transversals" (olletions of 1's, one in eah row and one in eaholumn) that M ontains. In 1926, van der Waerden onjetured thatperm(M) � n!nnfor any n � n doubly stohasti matrix; and that the minimum was ahieved if and onlyif M was the n � n matrix all of whose entries are 1=n. The orresponding result for a0,1-matrix M with onstant row and olumn sum s would be thatperm(M) � snn!nnThis onjeture remained unresolved until 1980(!) when it was settled (aÆrmatively) byEgoryhev. For this projet, you would learn this proof (whih ontains a lot of good linearalgebra { eigenvetors and symmetri bilinear forms!!) and give an expository aount ofit. The setion 5.3 of Combinatorial Theory by Hall (on Reserve in the Siene Libraryfor our lass) is a good referene for this. 4



VIII. M�obius Inversion.The Inlusion-Exlusion Priniple that we have studied is a �rst instane of a generalpattern onerning partial order relations on �nite sets. The general version is alledthe M�obius inversion formula. This has many appliations in number theory and otheralgebrai subjets that touh on ombinatoris. For this projet, you would learn aboutthe basis and show how the general M�obius Inversion formula applies in several di�erentsettings. Setion 6.6 in Brualdi ontains everything you will need here, but be aware thatthat setion builds on two other setions (4.5 and 5.7) that we have not overed in lass.So you will probably want to read those too.
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